
New Contributions to Theory and Numerisfor State-ConstrainedEllipti Optimal Control ProblemsH. J. Pesh joint work with M. Frey, S. Behmann, and A. RundUniversity of Bayreuth, hans-josef.pesh�uni-bayreuth.deBased on di�erent reformulations of state-onstrained ellipti optimal on-trol problems with distributed ontrol and a hypothesis on the struture ofthe ative set, new neessary onditions are obtained whih exhibit higherregularity of the multiplier assoiated with the state onstraint. Moreover,we obtain also new jump and sign onditions. Measures are no longeran issue, so that regularization tehniques beome super�uous. Finally,the method an be fully desribed in funtion spaes whih is an essentialelement to obtain a mesh-independent numerial method.The new approah mimis the well-known Bryson-Denham-Dreyfus in-diret adjoining method whih is the preferred ansatz in solving state-onstrained optimal ontrol problems with ordinary di�erential equationsnumerially. However, in the ontext of PDE onstrained optimization thisapproah turns out to be extremely involved.Mathematially the reformulations lead to a new kind of set optimal on-trol problem, where the ative set of the state onstraint, resp. the interfaebetween the inative and the ative set are to be determined as part of thesolution as the swithing points in the multipoint boundary value problemsbased on the �rst-order neessary onditions for ODE onstrained optimalontrol problems. Various formulations of this type of PDE optimizationproblem as shape and/or topology as well as bilevel optimization problemor, onerning the numerial solution, as free boundary value problem aredisussed.Moreover, parallels an be drawn to optimization on vetor bundelswhih seems to be essential for the design of an appropriate Newton-typemethod, sine the optimization over sets of admissible ative sets have anonlineare struture. This requires an answer to the question how doesa Newton method looks on a nonlinear manifold where no Banah spaestruture is present.Numerial results will demonstrate the performane of the new method.This presentation will open new researh diretions in PDE onstrainedoptimal ontrol as indiated in the �nal outlook.


